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Abstract. In standard design procedures of steel structures, buildings are usually designed
for gravity and seismic load rather than a progressive collapse situation. When a structure is
located in a low seismic zone, the codes have dictated fewer requirements regarding the beamto-column strength ratio and the panelzone strength. In this study, a frame subassembly from
an 8-story ordinary steel moment-resisting structure with different strength of exterior joints
was investigated by numerical models under a column removal situation. The results revealed
that although the beam-to-column strength ratio and the panelzone strength are generally less
critical parameters in the seismic design of ordinary moment-resisting frames, they can have a
notable effect on the fracture pattern and the capacity of the structure under a progressive
collapse. Hence a special consideration about the joints strength is needed when a structure is
aimed to be designed for a progressive collapse situation.
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INTRODUCTION

Progressive collapse is known as a rapid dynamic process that usually initiates from a local
failure and propagates element-by-element to a global or partial collapse of the structure [1-4].
When a column is removed within a story of a steel structure, several sequential mechanisms
act against the unbalanced vertical load. At very early stages, the beams and connections are
under shear actions. In a subsequent stage as vertical displacement increases, the flexural moment at the beams becomes the dominant resisting mechanism in the frame. Finally, if the connections are ductile enough to undergo large deformations and adapt to a new configuration,
the catenary action will be activated as the last resisting mechanism [1-3]. Since catenary action
plays the main role in the frame resistance in progressive collapse, enough ductility of steel
joints is required to develop catenary forces in the beams; otherwise, the premature global collapse of a multi-story steel structure might occur.
On the other hand, the standard design procedures of steel structures have been developed
mostly for other dynamic loads like seismic load rather than a progressive collapse situation.
Although the design methodology for seismic load and the progressive collapse is different, the
seismic details in the steel structures would influence the performance of the connections and
structures under a progressive collapse situation.
Two critical parameters of the seismic design of moment-resisting frames are the beam-tocolumn strength ratio and the panelzone strength. The codes [5, 6] have determined a maximum
level of beam-to-column strength ratio to prevent plastic hinge formation in the columns and
reduce the potential of the column-sway collapse. This limit is not obligatory for low-dissipative structures (ordinary moment frames) that are usually designed in a low-seismic zone [5, 6].
So far, the progressive collapse of steel structures has been investigated in many experimental and numerical studies [3, 7-16]; however, there are a few research studies to focus on
the effect of the beam-to-column strength ratio and the panelzone strength, especially in ordinary moment frames that the strong-column-weak-beam criterion is usually neglected.
Kim and Kim [17] studied moment-resisting structures with both weak and strong panelzones by using macro-scale numerical models. The results of the nonlinear dynamic analyses
showed that the influence of panelzone is dependent on the location of the removed column.
The panelzone deformation could be notable if an exterior joint is engaged in the progressive
collapse mechanism, while when all joints are interior, the effect of the panelzone deformation
on the performance of the frame is not significant. For structures designed for high seismic load,
it was also indicated that the panelzone consideration had little effect on the overall performance
of the structure. In contrast, the performance of low-rise structures designed only for gravity
loads could significantly be affected by the deformation of the panelzones, especially at the
exterior bays. It was also reported that excessive panelzone distortion decreased the ductility
demand of the beams in some cases.
In a similar study, Kordbagh and Mohammadi [18] investigated special moment-resisting
frames under corner and middle column removal scenarios. The results revealed that considering panelzone in the structure with I-section columns notably increased the maximum and permanent vertical displacement of the frame, especially when the removed column was an exterior
one. As a general conclusion, the panelzone effect must be considered for progressive collapse
evaluation of moment-resisting structures if the panelzones were designed only for minimum
requirements recommended by building codes.
Most of the previous studies used macro-level models to evaluate the effect of the beam-tocolumn strength ratio and the panelzone strength. Such models are not able to provide details
about other level phenomena like the joints fracture mode and local plastic deformations.
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OBJECTIVE AND SCOPE

In this paper, a frame subassembly from an exterior bay of an 8-story moment-resisting
structure located in a low-seismic zone was studied under a column removal situation. In such
structures, the beam-to-column strength ratio limit is usually ignored due to low seismic hazard.
Therefore, two configurations of the selected subassembly with different beam-to-column
strength ratios (and different panelzone strength) were investigated by nonlinear finite element
simulations. A calibrated plasticity model in conjunction with a ductile damage initiation criterion was used to predict the performance of the subassemblies. These two subassemblies were
compared in terms of the capacity and the pattern of ductile fracture.
3

DESCRIPTION OF THE FRAME SUBASSEMBLIES

An 8-story building with a steel moment-resisting system designed for a low-seismic area
(e.g., Norway) with 0.1g design ground acceleration was selected as a case study. In terms of
geometry, the structure was considered with four equal bays of 5 m (see Fig. 1(a)). Also, each
story was assumed to be 3m in height. Besides seismic loads, the structure was designed for 30
kN/m and 12 kN/m uniformly distributed dead and live loads, respectively. The frame was
designed according to EC8 [6] for a low ductility class with a behavior factor (q) equal to 2. In
this ductility class controlling the strong-column-weak-beam criterion is not obligatory. It is
worth mentioning that in the design process of this frame, strength criteria were dominant in
the design of the sections, and the size of the beams was constant over the height of the building.
All elements were selected from S355J2 structural steel with 355 MPa nominal yield strength.
Welded Unreinforced Flange-Welded web (WUF-W) connections described in Fig. 1(c) were
employed as the moment-resisting connections to resist lateral seismic loads. The weld access
holes with the geometry adapted from AWS D1.8, 2016 [19] was implemented in the web of
the beams to provide enough space for the flange Complete Joint Penetration welds (CJPs).

Figure 1: Configuration of a) the studied 8-story moment-resisting frame b) the subassembly c) Welded Unreinforced Flange-Welded web (WUF-W) connections.
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Since analyzing the whole of the structure at the micro-level is challenging in terms of computational time and effort, a subassembly of the frame located at the first story as shown in
Fig.1(b) was chosen for the finite element analyses. As it is apparent in this figure, this subassembly included three joints (J1, J2, and J3) connected by beams and columns with boundary
conditions applied at the interface points between the subassembly and the rest of the frame.
This subassembly was selected because the asymmetric strength of the joint J1 and J3 can also
provide more detailed information regarding the effects of the beam-to-column joint strength.
The previous studies also indicated that in this scenario, the panelzones have the most influence
[17].
All design sections were the same in two subassemblies except the left column cross section
that varies between HE180B and HE240B to study the effect of the beam-to-column strength
ratio and the panelzone strength of the exterior joint. It should be noted that Subassembly-1 is
from the original design of the frame that HE180B section was adequate as the left column for
applied loads. On the other hand, in Subassembly-2, HE240B as the left column is a conservative design compared to the original frame.
4

NUMERICAL MODELS

4.1 Material model
Ductile fracture is known as a continuous process in which nucleation, growth, and coalescence of microvoids in ductile metals lead to form a new free surface in the material. Based on
the prior studies [20-24], ductile fracture initiation is a function of equivalent plastic strain,
stress triaxiality, strain rate, and Lode angle; however, the later one is less important when the
structure is under tension load (positive triaxiality) [24, 25]. So far, several fracture models
have been developed and utilized for predicting and evaluating the ductile fracture in steel
structures. Some of these models are more complicated to be implemented (e.g., the GursonTvergaard-Needleman model has over ten parameters for a single material [26]). Some other
models (e.g., Johnson-Cook [20] and Bai-Wierzbicki [25] ) are more appropriate for engineering applications where the uniaxial test is a standard test.
In this study, a phenomenological ductile damage model for predicting the onset of ductile
fracture [27, 28] was used to investigate the fracture pattern of the studied subassemblies. In

this model, it is assumed that the equivalent plastic strain at the onset of damage (ߝ ), is a
function of stress triaxiality and strain rate [27]:


ߝ ሺߟǡ ߝሶ  ሻ

(1)

ߪ
ൗߪ is the stress triaxiality, ߪ is hydrostatic pressure and ߪ is Mises
equivalent stress. ߝሶ also denotes the strain rate. Based on this definition, the damage variable
can be defined as follows [7]:
Where ߟ ൌ

ܦൌන

݀ߝ 


ߝ ሺߟǡ ߝሶ  ሻ

(2)

This damage variable is an incremental state variable that increases monotonically with plastic deformations (ߝ  ) to reach D=1 which indicates the fracture initiation. To use this model, a
fracture strain curve in the space of ߝ  -η is needed. This curve was obtained by performing
uniaxial tests under different triaxiality states for steel grade S355J2, as shown in Fig. 2. The
described ductile fracture criterion was used in conjunction with the Mises plasticity and a linear isotropic hardening rule as the material model. To calibrate the stress-strain behavior of the
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S355J2 material, five round smooth samples were tested under the uniaxial tensile test. Fig.3
shows the geometry of the samples.

Figure 2: Fracture strain curve for S355J2 at different triaxiality.The curve adapted from [29].

Figure 3: The geometry of round smooth tensile specimens.

All specimens were taken from a flat plate with 25mm thickness in the rolling direction. It
should be noted that the effect of the strain rate was outside of the scope so that all tests were
conducted at a strain rate of 0.002 mm/mm/s.
A 50mm axial extensometer and a digital image correlation system (DIC) were used to measure the elongation of the gage length. Using DIC can provide the fracture strain of each sample
precisely. For example, as shown in Fig. 4, the fracture strain was 1.047 and 1.075 in sample
MU1 and MU4, respectively. The engineering stress-strain curves for all tested samples are
illustrated in Fig. 5.
To calibrate the ductile damage model an average fracture strain of all five samples (ߝҧ ൌ
ͳǤͲͶ) was used. The point corresponding to the average fracture strain and triaxiality of the
samples is plotted in Fig. 2 to validate the curve at least at one point. Since the stress triaxiality
is varying after the necking of the samples, an average value was obtained (ߟҧ ൌ ͲǤͶͻ) from the
numerical simulation. Fig. 2 indicates a good agreement between the curve and experimental
results for round smooth bar samples (plotted by a red circle).
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MU1

MU4
Figure 4: Fracture strain of samples MU1 and MU4 extracted from DIC.

Figure 5: Engineering stress-strain curves for tested round smooth bar samples.

To use the test data in the material plasticity model, true stress-strain curves are required.
Before the necking that the uniaxial state is governed, the true strain and stress can be obtained
as follows:
ߝ௧ ൌ ሺߝ  ͳሻ

(3)

ߪ௧ ൌ ሺͳ  ߝ ሻߪ
Where ߝ௧ and ߪ௧ are true strain and stress respectively, while ߝ and ߪ denote engineering
values.
After necking, these relations are invalid due to stress triaxiality and strain localization.
Therefore, a linear transition was assumed between the ultimate and the fracture point. The
fracture strain could be obtained by DIC; however, the equivalent true fracture stress also
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should be calculated to consider the triaxial stress state. Bridgman proposed an approximate
conversion from a triaxial stress state into an equivalent stress σeff by using the geometry of the
samples as follows [30]:
ߪ ൌ

ߪ௧
Ͷܴ
ܦ
ሺͳ   ܦሻ ൈ ݈݊ሺͳ  Ͷܴ ሻ

(4)

Where D is the diameter of the sample, and R is the radius of curvature at the fracture point.
These two parameters can be measured at the fracture point by image processing (e.g., See Fig.
6 for sample MU1).

Figure 6: The diameter of the sample and the radius of curvature at the fracture point for sample MU1.

The calibrated material plasticity and damage model verified by numerical models. For instance, Fig. 7 compares the experimental and numerical force-displacement curves for the MU1
specimen. As this figure shows, there is a good agreement between numerical and experimental
curves.

Figure 7: Ductile damage model verification for sample MU1.

4.2 Finite element models of the subassemblies
To predict the ductile fracture of two pre-described subassemblies, nonlinear finite element
models were created in Abaqus/CAE. The explicit solver was employed due to its efficiency in
conducting and converging extreme nonlinear behavior, particularly when a fracture and material separation are simulated. The simulations were implemented as a quasi-static to find the
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capacity of the subassemblies and track the fracture behavior of the components under incremental displacement imposed at the point of the removed column.
For all nonlinear parts around the beam-to-column joints, the eight-node solid brick elements
with reduced integration points (C3D8R) with a fine mesh were applied for the discretization
of the models (see Fig. 8). These fine-meshed domains were assumed to have a length at least
equal to the depth of beam or column that is known as the most probable place for plastic hinges
formation. In these areas, the thickness of beams flanges and webs divided into at least four
layers of element.
On the other hand, the middle parts of the beams and columns were modeled by a coarse
mesh to reduce the time of analyses. To make an appropriate transition between the fine-meshed
and the coarse-meshed areas a combination of C3D8R and six-node wedge element (C3D6)
was used as shown in Fig. 8. It is worth mentioning that in numerical models, the properties of
the welds were ignored.
An incremental displacement was applied to the removed column at joint J2, and the boundary conditions were defined as shown in Fig. 1(b). Also, it was supposed that beams flanges
and columns at the joint level are laterally braced due to the slab system and secondary beams.

J2

J1

J3

Figure 8: Finite element discretization of subassemblies with a fine mesh around the joints.

5

RESULTS

Fig. 9 compares the force-vertical displacement of two described subassemblies. Comparing
of the subassemblies can be done in different aspects and parameters. In terms of yielding
strength, both subassemblies provided approximately similar global yielding strength; however,
due to the panelzone distortion in the Subassembly-1 with HE180B column, the panelzone in
J1 was the first component that experienced plastic deformations, while the beam in this joint
had a limited plastic strain even at the last step of the analysis. Moreover, this panelzone distortion imposed the maximum equivalent plastic strain (PEEQ) in the upper column of the joint
J1. Forming plastic hinge and excessive lateral deformation of the column can increase the
potential of post-yield buckling of the column under axial loads. In contrast, in the other subassembly (with HE240B column) the panelzone yielded after some plastification in the beam
so that in the last step of the analysis, the maximum PEEQ occurred in the beam area while the
upper column exhibited a low amount of plastic deformations.
Before any fracture initiation in the subassemblies, the Subassembly-2 with stronger joint J1
provided significantly more vertical strength. For example, in the vertical displacement of
877mm that is corresponding to the onset of fracture in the bottom flange of the joint J2 in the
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Subassembly-2, the vertical strength of this subassembly was about 44% more than Subassembly-1.

Figure 9: Vertical force-displacement curves for two studied frame subassemblies.

J1

J2

J3

Figure 10: Distribution of ductile damage variable (D) at different joints in Subassembly-1 (ductile fracture
initiated and developed firstly in J3)

In terms of ductile fracture initiation pattern, as shown in Fig.10 for the Subassembly-1, due
to unbalanced stiffness and catenary action in the two sides beams, the fracture firstly initiated
at the top flange of the beam in J3 joint and then developed to the web of the beam. When the
right beam lost some amount of its stiffness, the fracture also initiated at the bottom flange in
the other side beam in the joint J2.
On the other hand, the Subassembly-2 exhibited a vice-versa fracture initiation pattern. In
other words, due to the stronger J1 joint, the stiffness and catenary action is more balanced than
the Subassembly-1. As Fig.11 indicates the fracture initiated at the left beam of the joint J2. By
developing the crack in the beam web and decreasing the beam stiffness, the J3 joint finally
experienced the fracture at the top flange of the beam.
An interesting trend can be drawn from Fig.9 although the complete fracture of beams for
both subassemblies happened in joint J3 and the cap vertical forces of both subassemblies are
approximately similar, the Subassembly-1 exhibited larger vertical displacement than the Subassembly-2. This extra displacement caused by the excessive distortion of joint J1 (less stiffness)
that delayed the activation of the catenary action in the beams. As a result, a weak panelzone
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can significantly increase the vertical displacement demand of the frames and have to be considered in the frame analysis.
In addition, if the maximum vertical displacement demand obtained from the nonlinear dynamic analysis of the frame under similar column removal scenario was less than vertical displacement corresponding to ductile fracture initiation of subassemblies (in the capacity curves),
using a simplified material model like a bilinear model can provide valid results in nonlinear
dynamic analysis of the frame.
All these conclusions were made based on the assumption that welds material possesses
higher toughness than base metal and the welds are without defects and significant stress and
strain concentration.

J1

J2

J3

Figure 11: Distribution of ductile damage variable (D) at different joints in Subassembly-2 (ductile fracture
initiated and developed firstly in J2)

6

CONCLUSIONS

A frame subassembly from an 8-story ordinary steel moment-resisting structure was studied
for a column removal situation. The capacity and the fracture pattern of the subassembly obtained for different exterior joint strength. Based on the results from numerical models, the
following conclusions can be drawn:
x The strength of the exterior joints in outer bays of such structures can significantly affect
the fracture pattern and the capacity of the frame under a column removal situation.
x When an exterior weak joint was used, excessive plastic deformation of the panelzone led
to an unbalanced state in catenary action so that the asymmetric force induced the fracture
at the end of the right beam near to the interior joint. In contrast, when a stronger exterior
joint was used, the rigidity of the panelzone led to make a balanced state in catenary action
so that the fracture occurred at the left beam near to the middle joint that the column was
removed.
x Before any fracture initiation, the vertical strength of the specimen with a stronger exterior
joint showed about 44% more strength than the model with a weaker exterior joint; however, the maximum resisted vertical force for both models was approximately similar.
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x In general, although the beam-to-column strength ratio and the panelzone strength usually
are less critical in the standard procedure of design of moment-resisting structures in a low
seismic zone, special consideration is needed when such structures are also designed for a
progressive collapse situation.
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